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East View Information Services

Meeting global demand for diverse resources in Arabic, Chinese, Russian, and dozens of other languages

• Uncommon Information from Extraordinary Places.

• Online databases, print publications, and supporting services that extend across borders, languages and ideologies in the vernacular languages of the source.

• Established in 1989, East View employs over 175 people and is headquartered in Minneapolis, USA

• Reliable & extensive acquisition network capable of satisfying the most sophisticated information needs.

• Sister companies:
Help Users Navigate Resources to:

• Understand society and culture
• Identify emerging geopolitical issues
• Research companies, industries, and people
• Compete in science and technology
• Stay current on legal, regulatory & reference information

UNCOMMON INFORMATION
EXTRAORDINARY PLACES
East View Unlocks Access

- Smooth the Path for Hard-to-Acquire Resources
- Digitization & Database Creation
- Data Center Hosting
- Datafeeds
- Research Assistance
- Document Delivery

Content Exploitation Services

- TDM and ML Support
- Custom Metadata Creation
- Parallel Corpora
- Translation
- Census and Geospatial Datasets
Where to Find Resources

Academic & Public Libraries
- Universities & Colleges
- NYPL

Open Access
- CRL GPA Alliance
- Citations & Abstracts

Government Libraries and Research Centers
- Library of Congress
- Wilson Center
CRL Global Press Archive Alliance
https://www.eastview.com/resources/gpa/crl-alliance/

CRL-Wide Access
• Middle Eastern and North African Newspapers Premium
• East African Newspapers
• El Caribe Digital Archive
• Post-Perestroika Newspapers

Open Access
• Late Qing and Republican-Era Chinese Newspapers
• Middle Eastern and North African Newspapers
• Independent and Revolutionary Mexican Newspapers
• Imperial Russian Newspapers
• Southeast Asian Newspapers
• South Asian Newspapers
• El Mundo Digital Archive
Free Access to Citations and Abstracts

- China National Knowledge Infrastructure
  - 60M+ articles/documents
  - ~10,000 Journals including “core” scholarly titles and general/popular
  - Dissertations and Master’s papers from 400+ universities
  - Article clippings from 500+ newspaper titles
  - PRC Only
  - Many citations include English article title and abstract
  - Find similar articles based on authors, subject cataloging, keywords and more

- East View On Demand
  - 2,100+ serials
  - Russia, Ukraine, CIS, Baltics
  - Central and regional news, social science, culture, STEM
  - Complete 解放军报 (PLA Daily)
  - East View Press
Serials
6 Titles of news and current affairs translated from Russian or Chinese to English

Books
Cambridge Archive Editions
Foreign policy, international security
Slavic and Sino studies
Geography and mapping

Featured Content
Hundreds of complimentary articles
https://www.eastviewpress.com/featured-content/
What’s Next in Availability of Critical Language Resources?

Transform accessibility of Chinese content for North American scholarship and research

Bring the full spectrum of research emerging from China in one convenient and comprehensive package for discovery and access.

Specifically tailored to serve the needs of North American scholars and institutions.

Webinar Tuesday, January 31st on China Research Gateway usage & impact on research at subscribing institutions
https://eastview.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Ww6a_tChQnqC62F-v3SjcQ
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